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.. 
THE QUEST FOR A LOST LEAD-MINE IN LEICESTERSHIRE 

by 

R.J. KING and .B.A. LUDLAM 

Abstract 

The description by Moorbath in 1962 of a specim~n of galena from the 
Tr:i,.as .of Leices·tersLire, - preserved in the collections of the Institute of 
GeoJogical Sciences, London, made the discove'ry of its provenance and 
geological relationships of paramo_unt importance to a contemporary study 
of o·re genes is. . ~ · .. 

Active field exploration. J:Lnd historical research eventually 
established the existence ··a:;;.d whereaqouts of a mine' formerly worked for 
lead ore, at Blackbrook near Shepshed in Leicestershire. Details of the 
history of the Charnwood Forest Canal and the later Charnwood Forest 
Branch Line, which closely followed its route,abe outlined. The 
significance of each to the finding.of galena at Blackbrook is explained. 

The mine, worked between 1865 and 1867, was cut entirely in the 
· Lower Keuper Sandstone, and the ore deposit was in the form of flat-lying 
sheets and disseminations in the sandstones. 

The Tickow Lan e mine has already provided geochemical results of 
wi de implication but these will be discussed in detail elsewhere. 

Introduction 

.· 
In his report on lead isotope abundance studies on mineral occurrences 

in ~:§ritain, Moorbath twice mentions (1962, pp. 320 and 354-) a specimen of 
gai~na borrowed from the collections of the Institute of Geological 
Scienc<?s in London. This specimen, No. 1112, is described as "galena 
dissemi-nated in Triassic Keuper M1;1.rl", _and the locality given is "Blackbo-okl~, 
near Garendon Pa;rk, Charnwo6d, Leicestershire". As this was the only 
specimen of galena from the Trias of the Midlands used by Moorbath in his 
attempt to establish a date for the mineralization, it was of considerable 
importance to know its geological relationships as accurately as possible. 

At this time one of us (RJK) was amassing evidence from Leicestershire 
Triassic deposits to illustrate two controversial hypotheses of ore genesis, 
well displayed in the North Gharnwood area. One is termed 'syngenesis' and 
the other 'diplogenesis' (Lovering, 1963) or epi-syngenesis (King, 1966). 

-
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The description used by Moorbath, "disseminated in Triassic Keu'per Marl", 
was thus of particular significance to this study. 

The specimen itself was examined and many features of importance 
noticed, though at this point, it is nece~sary to mention only two. The 
first is that the matrix was of white sandstone, not a red marl as 
expected, though the changed association caused no loss in importance. 
The second point is that the donor was recorded, namely: Ambrose Lisle 
March Phillipps de Lisle Esq., Squire of Garendon, and the date: November, 
18,66. This date eventually; assumed considerable importance as the 
history unfolded, but in 1962 it carried no weight, as the specimen could 
have been collected many years previous to its donation. 

It was thus desirable that the exact locality from which the specimen 
had been obtained should be known, and the establishment of its relation
ship,,w:i,th .the geological envir()pmepJ ,,:ll,~(?.gJte of paramount importance. No 
o~f1tt\ i:etc~d' o,f/ taJ~n,gt;~1;f~~~~rrrfas''o:f the area could be found at the time 
ari{ :~p,e}'orfgi11ar:16'ciali ty was unknown. 

,-;: -'-~~~~:,;.t". ... :::-. •.- -- ~ .- -·-=:::- ::;;.-._:.·._ 

_,-- wit"h"' the kind permission of the late Squire, Mr. A.P • . de _-_L:i,.sle, ain 
intensive search was mounted within- Shep:sh~d .£a:ri,sh~ -irr~ hicff-botkG~rendon 

· .~c-- ~ •~;,.·, -"•. --.· ,_j;°"....,_ ·• c !" • .., ~ ~'~, ii ' 'T , • • 

and Blackbrook occur. It was assumed that the -Ins ti tuie of .!:feological · 
Sciences I locality descriptio;; Blackrook, copied- by 'Moorbath, was'-,~, ~is- ', 
spelling for Black,:£rook. ..,.,_,..,, __ _ 

Before embarking upon details of the physical and historical search 
for the provenance of the specimen, it is necessary to set the geological 
and -human historical background to the story. 

As may be seen in Figs. 1 and 2, the lines of the abandoned canal 
and railway are striking features of the map. Their presence is of the 
greatest importance to this story, and the history, physical aspect and 
significance of each, will be .enlarged upon below. 

The Geology 

Geologically, the area limitect --by Blackbrook, Shepshed and Garendon 
appears to be comparatively simple (Fig. 2). To the south of the' ·area 
the northernmost limits of the Charnian succession (Precambrian) ap~ear as 
isolated outcrops through a thick cover of Triassic deposits. These 
outcrop's· ar·e usually ,. surrounded by varying thicknesses of coarse well
cemented· breccia, composed largely of Charr\.ianciei:i'ris, - dipping away from 
the unconformi ties in all directions. In the lower part of the Triassic 
succession, these breccias give way laterally to sandstones and fj_ne
grained breccias of the Lower Keuper Sandstone. In the upper part, 
especially to the south of the area, the breccias give way laterally to red 
marls of the Keuper Marl succession. 
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Very little Keuper Marl is exposed in the area covered by the map, 
but it was formerly worked from pits in Brick Kiln Lane, Shepshed (about 
SK 471177), and still is in the pit of the Charnwood Forest Brick and 
Tile Works Limited, in Shepshed (SK 479181). 

Near the base of the section of marls· and sandy marls in the latter 
pit, there is a persistent band of hard grey sandstone. It i s 
approximately 45 ems. thick and composed of fine sub-_angular grains O·f 
sand cemented by calcite. This same bed may have been expo s ed at one 
time in the old brick pits in Brick Kiln Lane, for Jukes (1842, p. 18) 
noted "a regular floor of the fine light-coloured sandstone", exposed in 
the bottom of the pits there. Whether this sandstone is the attenuated 
equivalent of the Lower Keuper S~ndstone, seen as a much thicker 
development to the north and north-west of the marl pits, is uncertain, 
but the writers consider that it is most likely to be a younger 
formation. 

The best exposure of the Lower Keuper Sandstone may be seen in the 
old railway cutting at SK 460186, where a maximum thickness of 9.6 m. of 
dark reddish-brown current-bedded sandstones occurs. Grain size is 
varied and there are thin beds of breccia composed mainly of Charnian 
material throughout the exposed succession. 

The cement of these sandstones is varied in strength, and is 
calcite. To date no trace of dolomite has been detected . Irregular 
patches of white or mottled sandstones occur thro~ghout the exposure, but 
without any obvious distributional pattern. The beds are horizontal, 
but current-bedding directio~s show a trend to the north-west. 

-~ --
These Lower Keuper Sandstones_ were worked formerly in a pit in 

Sandhole Lane at SK 461182, at the turn of the 19th century. This 
locality appears in Farey's lis.t of Sand Pits ~1811, p. 463). 

More recently it was -worked on Pinky Hill, immediately west of 
Blackbrook Hill Farm, at SK .460184. The same sands, at a slightly 
higher horizon, appear in the. road cutting at SK 462183. The total 
thickness of the Lower Keuper Sandstone ip the map area, is in the order 
of 20 m. · 

After the cutting of the old Charnwood Forest (;anal., considerably 
more exposure of this sandstone existed, especially in the area 
covered by Fig. 1. The history of this ancient canal is short but 

/ colourful, a.nd will be outlined later. 

Unconformably overlying the Triassic deposits are Pleistocene sands 
and gravels, and in the north of the map area, patches of Boulder Clay. 
The sands and gravels tend to form elongate outcrops with a strong north
south trend. They are ill-sorted, strongly current-bedded and composed 
largely of Bunter Pebbles of quartzite, yellow Coal Measures sandstones, 

.l 
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iron boxes and shales set in a more fine-grained matrix with occasional 
streaks of carbonaceous material. The nature of th.e various li thologies 
and the current-bedding directions, imply a source from the north and the 
north-west. These gravels are well-exposed under the sheltered arches 
of the Tickow Lane railway bridge (SK 463187). Elsewhere, they tend to 
slump down over the Triassic sandstones beneath, and carry heavy vegetation. 
The slumping has the effect, especially in the old canal and railway 
cuttings, of grading the slopes and completely obscuring the solid geology . 
beneath. At Blackbrook the railway occupied a length of cutting formerly 
occupied by the canal. At this point (SK 46261865), 3.88 m. of these so
called Old Gravels were measured in a cleared section. They occur at the 
base of the Boulder Clay and are thought to have been deposited, either at 
the end of the Hoxnian Interglacial Pe~iod, or at the beginning of the 
Saale Glaciation, and are thus of Upper Middle Pleistocene age (Dr. R.J. 
Rice, personal communication). 

The Charnwood Forest Canal 

In 1776 , an Act of Parliament provided the necessary authority to form 
the Soar Navigation Company, and thus to make navigable the River Soar from 
South Derbyshire as far south as Loughborough. This work was completed in 
1778 (Patterson, 1951, p. 68). Its immediate effect was to bring down the 
price of coal, not only in Loughborough, but in Leicester and to the south 
and south-east of the county as well. It effectively destroyed the 
monopoly held hitherto by the West Leicestershire collieries, whose coal, 
of inferior quality to that of South Derbyshire, had also to be transported 
by pack horses or mules as far as Leicester and beyond. By the 1780's the 
Derbyshire pits were supplying almost half of the 30,000 tons consumed 
annually in Leicester (Patterson, 1951, p. 69). 

To contest this development and to restore Leicestershire coal to its 
former place of importance in the county, plans were made to promote the 
Leicester and Charnwood Forest Navigation. The Act for this authority was 
passed through Parliament in 1791, and the Leicester Navigation Company was 
formed. The work entailed making the River Soar navigable between 
Loughborough and Leicester, and constructing a canal from Loughborough to 
Thringstone in the eastern part of the Leicestershire Coalfield. The 
latter works, to be known _as the Charnwood Forest Canal, were to commence 
near Thringstone Bridge and to pass to the south of Shepshed and Gar~ndon, 
ending at Loughborough Lane near Nanpantan. This was in fact a revised 
plan, as the original intention was to take the canal north of Shepshed and 
Garendon, making use of the Grace Dieu and Black brooks. Railways were to 
be built from the collieries to Thringstone Wharf at the western end of the 
canal, and from Nanpantan to Loughborough at the eastern end (Abbott, 1955, 
p. 51). The latter stretch of railway was considered essential owing to 
the fall of the ground east of Nanpantan and the shortage qf water available 
for any system of locks. 
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Work commenced immediately, and by 24th October, 1794, a boat-load 
of coal from Burslem' s colliery at Coleorton arrived at Loughborough 
Wha r 1· (Patterson, 1 951, p. 85). This was but an isola t ed achievement, 
however. Much work had still to be done and in fac t t he Leicester 
Naviga tion Company had to construct the feeder-reservoir itself, rather 
than engage a contractor. The dam of the reservoir was completed in 
1796 on almost the identical site of the present Blackbrook Dam o f t he 
North West Leicestershire Water Board. In fact the whole sy stem became 
something of a "white elephant". Due to the necessity of three trans
shipmentIB of coal between trucks and barges en route, Leicestershi r e coal 
still could not compete in price with that from South Derbyshire 
collieries, and the "line" in consequence remained virtually unused. I.t 
is remarkable that the Company was able to maintain the Charnwood Forest 
Canal as long as it did. It was due only to the great success of its 
"River Line", i.e. from Loughborough to Leicester along the canalized 
River Soar, which postponed the eventual abandonment. It was even able 
to survive the disaster of 1799, when, after the spring thaw and floods 
of that year, the new reservoir burst, causing much damage to the canal 
and to public property , a total loss of £4-,843 (Patterson, 1951 , p. 89). 
By suspending payment of dividends the Company was able to complete the 
repairs and compensate the farmers by the end of 1800 (Vie t . Count. Hist. 
1955, p. 101). To the Leicestershire colliery owners this was the 
"last straw11

, and, in spite of assurances that the 11Forest Line" would 
soon be open again, they withdrew from the fight, closed down their pits 
and left South Derbyshire coal supreme. This state of affairs remained 
until the coming of the railways, and the Leicester Navigation Company was 
left with an unused and useless canal on its hands. In 1804 the new 
reservoir was taken down to obviate a repetition of the 1799 disaster, 

· and the whole wor ks abandoned. By 1826 the land had reverted to the use 
of the local tenants, with but little attempt to refill the excavations. 
Potter, in his History of Charnwood Forest (184-2, p. 28) mentioned the 
ruins as 11 a dry and unsightly cutting11

• Nature has healed this 
unsightliness and in places today it is hardly noticeable. There was an 
Act of Abandjnment servtii r1. about 1850, and no further constructional 
works occurred in the area until the Cha.rnwood Forest Branch Line was 
constructed c1iriu$82 •.• 

The Charnwood Forest Branch Line 
~ 

'> 
Very little need be said about this much more efficient and 

profitable operation, except to outline its history. 

The London and North Western Railway Company, following its 
success in the Midlands, was anxious to gain a foothold in the Leicester
shire Coalfield. In 1873, the Company, by coming to terms with the 
Midland Railway . Company, agreed to co-operate in building a line, 
formerly promoted by the latter company, from Nuneaton to Ashby-de-la
Zouch. This was opened on 1st September, 1873. 
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The London and North Western Company then secured powers 'to build a 
branch line from Shackerstone, on the Nuneaton-Ashby Line, through 
Coalville and Shepshed to Loughborough (Derby Road). Building operations 
commenced in the autumn of 1881, and the line was formally opened on 16th 
Ap+il, 1883 (Viet. Count. Hist., 1955, Vol. 3, p. 122). Local hearsay 
has. it that this event was marred by a gale blowing at the time, which 
seriously effected the decorum of the dignitaries standing on the plat
form of railways sleepers erected specially for the ceremony! 

The Forest Line, as it became known, was for many years a thriving 
and busy line and became, because of its route along the northern fringes 
of Charnwood Forest, one of the more scenic o~ the county. Important to 
our researches is the fact that it followed approximately the line of the 
old Charnwood Forest Canal, and, at certain points along its route, 
occupied and modified the same cuttings. Following the general decline 
of railway systems in this country, the Charnwood Forest Line gradually 
lost its trafic. Because of the recent contractive policy of British 
Railways, it was considered redundant and the whole line completely 
abandoned by January 1967. The section from Shepshed Station to Coalville 
East was formally abandoned on 3rd December, 1963. The lines were taken 
up soon after this date and the land mostly reverted once more to local 
land owners by early 1966. The importance of the old railway works is 
now principally geological. Much more exposll.re of the Lower Keuper 
Sandstone has been made available for study. In this, the closure 
policy of British Railways has its compensations. Where the line passed 
just north .of Blackbrook at SK 462186, the engineers made us~, in part, of 
the cutting made by the Leicester Navigation Company for its Charnwood 
Forest Canal. This point has . great bearing on the development of this 
story as will be seen below. · 

The Search 

The search for the provenance of the specimen no. 1112, borrowed by 
Moorbath from the Institute of Geological Sciences, commenced, as already 
stated, in 1962. Every rock outcrop, of every age from Precambrian to 
Pleistocene was carefully examined, but without success. It is true that 
the white sandstone matrix suggested a bias towards a s~arch in Triassic 
deposits, and the accuracy of this decision was later corroborated. By 
reasoning that the lead ore occurred in a white sandstone, and assuming 
that the correct locality had been given, then the ore must occur in the 
Lower Keuper Sandstone, for it is the only comparativ-ely 1 well.::graded 
sandstone in the area. It could be further reasoned that the ore could 
not have been found until the canal cuttings had been made, because of the 
thick cappings of glacial material over much of the area, and lack of 
exposure in the remainder. This logical argument effectively ties down 
both p-rovenance and the period of working of the ore. The deposit must 
be situated somewhere along the line of the canal, and in one of the 
cuttings where the Lower Keuper Sandstone was exposed, and the period of 
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its working must be between the years 1791 and 188£. The canal works 
commenced in 1791 and the railway was built in 1882 • . 

Whether the Leicester Navigation Company saw any l ead deposit during 
the course of its works is not known. No records of it appear in that 
Company's minute books, but it is certain- that any working for lead must 
have ceased by 1883, for the railway was in operation by April of that 
year. 

The only area not intensely examined in the 1962-2963 search was 
that occupied by the cuttings of the Charnwood Forest Branch Line. The 
railway was still in active use and no detailed work was possible there. 
For lack of any kind of success in the search, the project slowly came 
to a halt by late 1963. 

The proj~ct was resurrected in February 1967 by the chance discovery 
of a reference to the locality, in the form of a published letter by a 
Mr. J. Shipman of Nottingham (1882, p. 280). In his letter Mr. Shipman 
describes his finding, during a walk along the Charnwood Forest Branch 
Line, then in course of construction, immediately west of the bridge which 
carries the road from Blackbrook Hill to Shepshed (Tickow Lane) ·· a mass 
of brickwork blocking a hole from which :formerly "a large quantity of lead 
had been got". Apart from the accompanying perplexing geological data, 
this was an important statement, and the vital clue in the search. As 
the railway was now abandoned it was possible, with the kind permission of 
the ,present Squire, to visit this spot (SK 46161865). No trace of any 
brickwork, apart from the piers and abutments of Tickow Lane bridge, could 
be found, however. The glacial deposits, well exposed and in situ 
beneath the bridge arches, had, in the adjacent cutting, slumped across 
the Lower Keuper Sandstone beEeath. The sands and gravels there lay at a 
shallow angle of repose from the side of the old railway track to the top 
of the cutting. No Triassic sandstones were exposed below the bridge 
arches due to back-filling from the footings of the bridge piers. 

Additional evidence was found in "Recent Geological Notes" by J.D. 
Paul, in the Transactions of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical 
Society for 1891. Paul was then a Vice President of the Society, and in 
his address to Section E he said on p. 407: " ••• and I have upon the 
table, =a piece of lead ore. taken from a vein in the white sandstones of 
the Keuper, near the Whiteh~rse Wood on the railway between Ashby and 
Loughborough". Whitehorse Wood is situated¾ mile south of east of the 
railway bridge mentioned by Shipman. The shallow railway cutting im
mediately north of Whitehorse Wood is cut entirely in the Old Gravels of 
glacial origin, and no exposure of the Lower Keuper Sandstone exists 
there. It appears that Paul was referring to Shipman's locality. This 
is borne out by the donation description given in the 13th annual report 
of the Leicester Corporation Museum and Art Gallery for the period 1890 to 
1902. Accession no. 1891-2 is described: "Specimen of lead ore, 5 feet 
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deep under the old canal bridge near WhitehorreWood, Leicestershire -
J.D. Paul, F.G.S." As the railway was working in 189cL, the mention of 
the old canal bridge is puzzling. Only a small mass of brickwork 
belonging to the original Tickow Lane bridge remains on the eastern side 
of the existing bridge. The only other canal bridges in the vicinity of 
Whitehorse Wood, are the foot-bridge to the former Oxley Grange, Shepshed 
situated at SK 471188, and the road bridge on Charnwood Road, Shepshed at 
SK 476188. Both of these were built, however, on glacial deposits, and 
Tickow Lane bridge must therefore be the ·one referred to by Paul. Even 
the depth of 5 feet can be accounted for if this assumption is correct. 
It is a most interesting fact that specimens of galena could apparently 
still be obtained from the site in 1891. It is unfortunate that Mr. 
Paul's specimen is missing from the collections of the City of Leicester 
Museums, and is therefore not available for study. 

Because of the lack of any obvious exposure of either Railway 
Company brickwork or Lower Keuper Sandstone, and as Shipman gave no 
figures as to the exact position of the b:cif!kwork, it was obvious that 
much digging was necessary if the search was to continue. Accordingly 
the members of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society, Section 
C, were introduced to the problem as a Temporary Section project, an 
annual event during the summer season, whereby some lost or obscured 
geological section is restored. Seventeen members were present for 
this operation on 8th July 1967, which commenced with an attempt to dis
cover the line of unconformity between the glacial deposits and the 
underlying Lower Keuper Sandston.~- This met with a varying amount of 
success, but helped in the overall geological examination. A total of 
64 trial holes was dug, both east and west of Tickow Lane road bridge. 

An exciting moment occurred when, in pit no. 3 (Fig. 3), a small 
piece of highly oxidized galena was found amongst brick rubble. It 
provided considerable incentive to the operation, and approximately 500 
g. of galena of exactly similar appearance to the first find, were carried 
off by members of the Section from this same pit. It was certain that we 
were on the right track. Later, pit no. 3 was deepened, and at 1.9 metres 
from the slope of the cutting, the bottom and south wall of the buried 
canal was found. Once the slumped glacial material had been dug through, 
it was obvious that the remainder of the fill of pit no. 3 was railway 
works debris thrown into the canal, here slightly offset to the south of 
the line of the permanent way. It was composed of hand-made bricks, 
imperfectly fired in some cases; · mortar from the same type of brickwork; 
gravels from the footings of the Railway Company bridge, and material 
presumed to have been dumped from the undiscovered lead workings. The 
brick and mortar rubble was of the same type as that remaining as a 
remnant of the original canal bridge removed by the Railway Company to make 
way for their own bridge. 

If, as postulated, the ore occurred in the Lower Keuper Sandstone, it 
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seemed logical to follow this south wall of the capal at depth, both 
east and west of pit no. 3. Fortunately it was follow ed by trenching 
to the east, f or, at 2.35 metres from the eastern edge of pit no. 3 

.brickwork was encountered. Was t his Shipman's brickwork? As the 
work proceeded it soon became apparent that it was a formidable piece 
of masonry, five courses thick (62 ems.) and 1.7 metres in height. The 
exposed length by 4th September, 1967 was 1.9 metres. It was set back 
south from the line of the south wall of the canal by 20 ems., and the 
bottom course of bricks was not laid onto the sandstone of the canal 
bottom, but lay 15 ems. above it. This suggests that the canal had 
been partially filled prior to the brick laying. _ This fact also came 
to light when active prospecting on the site began at a later date. By 
probing behind the top of the brickwork we discovered that it had been 
packed behind by the same type of rubble seen in our trial holes, 
especially in pit no. 3. We felt that this was a hopeful sign. In 
addition, the inset of the sandstone wall on the western side of the 
brickwork continued south behind it, and there were pick marks on the 
wall. 

As winter approached, it was decided to close the investigations 
until the spring of 1968. Much rain made working conditions difficult 
and there was the possibility of losing material evidence in the -mud. 
In fact no more work was possible on the site until July 1968, due to 
Foot and Mouth Disease and other reasons. 

On re-opening the investigations we decided to remove a portion of 
the brickwork and to dig an additional pit to the canal base to provide 
working space (Pit no. 1, Fig. 3). We also dug an inclined ramp from 
the canal base in pit no. 1, northwards up to the line of the old rail
way tra:cik, in order .to barrow out the excavated material clear of the 
working space (Plate I). Mining commenced by following the western 
wall of sandstone which continued in a southerly direction. Just suf
ficient space was left to work in, and the roof left untimbered. This 
omission proved to be practical but painful, as minor falls occurred, 
and the fallen material contained whole or half-bricks. A zone, 
approximately 2.5 ems. thick of well-stratified soft mud and silt lay 
at the base of the railway company fill behind the brick pack, sug
gesting, as already mentioned, that the old mine opening had partially 
filled~ probably naturally, prior to the total filling of the opening 
by the railway company. 

Mining continued and an adit 2.1 metres in length was cut. At 
18.30 hours, on Tuesday, 13th August; 1968:,. a hole appeared near the 
roof of the prospecting adit, and by shining a lamp through it, a sight 
similar to that in Plate II could be seen. The mine had been found. 
An adit of approximately 6 metres length, 1.5 metres wide and 1.5 
metres high lay before us, with a bend to the west leading to workings 
unknown beyond. We decided to pack this hole with rubble and return 
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on the morrow . On Wednesday, 14th August, a way over the remaining 
pack was cut and the mine entered. 

The Mine and its Minerals 

. As may be seen from the plan of the workings (Fig. 3) the mine is 
small. To compensate for this, its geology, mineralogy and its 
potential for ore genesis studies are of the greatest interest. Pre
liminary examinations show that the mine is cut entirely in the Lower 
Keuper Sandstone , which here is multi-coloured, dominated by white cal
cite or cerussite-cemented sandstones. · Bands of irregularly-shaped 
pockets of uncemented dark-brown sands in the white sandstone, thin 
inpersistent beds of fine-grained breccia, and a thin bed of red clay 
upon which lies a bed of galena, much oxidized, are the main features of 
the succession. A characteristic section from the buttress at the south 
end of the mine is shown below. 

Soft , poorly cemented, strongly current-bedded, multi
coloured or mottled sands 

Clay parting with a layer or line of detached 
nodules of cerussite (some with kernels of galena) 
lying above the clay, some running through it. 
Very wet. 

White current-bedded sandstone. Pink-stained low 
angle jointing. Cementation varied, moderate 
to fair, calcite or cerussite. Zones of 
mottling with irregular pockets of soft un-

48 ems. 

o.8 ems. 

cemented dark-brown sand. 105 ems. 

Total thickness 1 m. 61 ems. 

(This section appears on the left-hand side of Plate III) 

From the base of the canal, or adit floor, for the levels are contin
uous, the thickness of sandstone exposed at the mine entrance is 2.45 
metres. The average height of the adit is 1.6 metres, which suggests 
that there is a thicknessof about 85 ems. of sandstone supporting t he 
roof beneath approximately 3 .88 m_etres of the Old Gravels of glacial 
origin. 

As may be seen in the plates, the mining operations carried out by 
the "old men" were entirely manual. Only pick marks and an occasional 
shovel mark appear on the walls. No tools or other artifacts have been 
found , except for the much rusted upper portion of what was probably a 
large bucket or similar vessel. Its age is indeterminable. The floor 
of the mine, driven in at canal base level, is only ,slightly irregular 
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and is perf ectly dr y . Dispersed upon i t in what appears ·to be an 
i rregular pattern , are small spherical masses of highly oxidized galena. 
I n addition, a numb er of· almost completely spherical ma s ses of black 
uncemented sands occur in the white sandstone of the f loor. These 
striking features, in the pattern they adopt, are reminiscent of cross
sec tiohs of the vanadife rous nodules which occur in Upper Permian(?) 
clays beneath the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds of Devon (Perutz , 1939, 
p. 143). 

Because of the several unique features of the mine , it was decided 
in consultation and with the very kind approval of the owner, Squire G. 
de Lisle, to preserve the workings found to date (23 November 1968), and 
attempt to make them safe from v~ndalism. Through the kind offices of 
Mr. D.P.D. Tandy, until recently Quarry Manager of the Groby and 
Charnwood Granite Company Limited, a steel door and frame was made but, 
due to delay in the fitting 'of the door, vandals abused the place, 
burning straw and the outside protecting fence inside the adit, so that 
the walls were covered with soot. Fortunately a preliminary geochemical 
survey had been made previous to the damage. As· soon as the steel door 
had been securely fitted, and the mine made relatively safe, work was 
resumed. This entailed the clearing of the remaining railway company 
back-fill to the south and east of the prospecting adit, cleaning soot 
from the walls and removing rubbish thrown in by vandals. The roof of 
an opening at the eastern end of the back-fill gave us high hopes that 
the workings extended in an easterly direction in the form of a branch
adit, but it soon became apparent that it was a minor opening, a metre . 
in length, in the eastern wall of the main adit from which, presumably, a 
richer layer of ore had been taken. 

The eastern wall was gradually cleared back to the portal, until a 
metre thickness of railway company fill remained between the cleared 
workings and the brickwork blocking the original portal. This was 
left intact in the form of a pillar as a roof support. As we 
approached the mine portal, we discovered that the Lower Keuper Sand
stone roof had collapsed for a distance of 1.5 metres south from the 
portal. By removing the back-fill, very unstable conditions developed. 
The remaining back-fill above our roof, and approximately 4 metres of 
glacial sands and gravels, be gall; to subside into . the workings. We thus 
had to _/!lake this entrance into the mine safe by s-ubstantially timbering 
up to the comparatively strong east and west walls of the old adit. 
This work was completed on Saturday, 5th October, 1968 . 

At present all is secure and detailed cleaning operations of the 
sections exposed are in progress. The mine will remain closed to all, 
except to bona fide research workers, and these may apply, for the time 
being, for permission to enter, to the Department of Geology in.' the 
University of Leicester. This department is, at present , empowered by 
the owner of the mine and subsoil, the Squire de Lisle , to give such 
permission. 
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The mineralogy of the mine and the form of-its ore bodies- are quite '- _ 
distinct from those occurring in the Carboniferous Limestone inliers of 
Leicestershire and in the main mass of the Limestone in Derbyshire. 
There are no steeply-inclined vein structures and the ore bodies lie 
·flat in certain planes along red clay partings. Elsewhere the ore 

,_ body is represented as a white uncemented sand varyingly rich in small 
nodules of galena. 

At this stage of the investigations the authors feel that an attempt 
to even theorize on the genesis of the ore is presumptuous. This will 
be left until . a later publication, when the detailed chemical profile, 
established from investigations made in the mine, can be examined against 
the regional geochemical pattern. 

The principal mineral present is galena. It was probably well
crystallized originally, and relicts of large octahedra are common. The 
ore body is highly oxidized and well-crystallized (usually twinned) 
cerussite is ubiquitous, especially on surfaces of the galena . Else
where it forms encrustations or stalagmitic masses of white powdery 
cerussi te in various stages of replacement o_f the original galena. 

Dispersed on both the galena and the cerussite are single crystals 
and groupings of acicular or long prismatic crystals of wulfenite. 
Pyromorphite occurs as bright yellow encrustations on joint surfaces or 
provides the cement of the sandstone, often intimately associated with 
wulfenite. The association of this occurrence with the patches of dark 
brown uncemented sands is obvious. One minute patch of pale yellow 
glassy cromfordite has been identified. 

Though there are no gangue minerals present, calcite forms the main 
cementing medium of the Lower Keuper Sandstone. 

History of the Mine " · 't'l,. 

Attempts to discover the history of this old mine have proved to be 
frustrating indeed, entailing as they have, the following of tenuous 
trails of local folklore. Efforts to discover any mention of lead 
mining activity in the Shepshed area in the standard works, geological or 
of local history, have yielded little reward. 

There is no record of lead ·mining in the detailed descriptions of 
Shepshed, ·Garendon, Belton or Osgathorpe, given by Throsby (1790) nor by 
Nichols (1804 , Vol. 3, pt. II). We feel that the lack of any mention in 
these two works is strong evidence against there being any lead mining in 
or near these places during the 18th Century. Even in the 19th century 
there is an almost complete silence on this matter from geological and 
historical observers. Potter (1842) in his History and Antiquities of 
Charnwood Forest makes no mention of lead mining in Shepshed parish, 
though he speaks of the ruined state of the canal. If such work had 
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been conducted there prior to 1842, surely Potter would have remarked 
upon it, or at least would have left Jukes to include some account of it 
amongst the geological observations in the appendix to Potter's work. 
The earliest record is that by Mott (1868, p. 23) who states that: "A 
vein of lead has been found near Garendon, but was soon worked out •.• " 
The tense of this passage is of importance. Surprisingly this bald 
statement did not impress Harrison (1877) for he made no mention of any 
lead mining near Shepshed in his "Sketch of the Geology of Leicester- · 
shire and Rutland". In fact he states, quite categorically, that 
Dimmingsdale (Staunton Harold) "is interesting as being the only place 
in Leicestershire where galena has been obtained", (Harrison, 1877, 
p. 16). 

The only references of value which point to the whereabouts of the , 
mine are those already quoted, namely Shipman (1882) and Paul (1891). 
Horwood (1913, p. 113) mentioned the locality, but it is obvious that he 
was quoting Shipman. Their value is limited, however, as they do not 
provide either exact localities or dates. 

Examinations of maps have proved, with one exception, to be 
abortive. The site of the mine does not appear on the majority of 
available published maps, either geological or topographical. For 
example, it is not shown on Prior's map of 1779, though it does show 
Earl Ferrers ' mine at Staunton Harold. William Smith's Geological Map 
of Leicestershire (1821) again shows no lead mine near Shepshed, but 
does show what he called "Metalliferous Limestone" at Staunton Harold, 
and the course of the Charnwood Forest Canal and its railways. Shepshed 
is shown on his map situated on "Red Marl and Gypsum". The latter was 
worked for a time in Garendon Park; and was said to be a hard white 
alabaster , well suited to ornamental masonry. Fox-Strangways showed 
his scepticism of the existencerof lead ore in the district on the map 
he surveyed geologically in 1898. This sheet (XVII NW, mapped to the 
scal e of six inches to one mile) shows a point, marked by a cross, at 
SK 46101856, accompanied by the description: "Sandstones slightly 
false-bedded with lines of ang. frags. of quartz a few frags. 2-3 in. 
long, occasionally used for steps and sills, said to contain veins of 
lead" (present authors' italics). This implies, we suggest, that he 
had not seen the actual site of the mine, and was relying on local 
hearsay for his information. A search at his marked point has produced 
no confirmatory evidence. 

The Geological Sheet Memoir (Sheet 141) of the Geological Survey, 
by Fox-Strangways (1905) made no mention of lead mining in the Shepshed 
district, nor does it mention the fine exposures of the Lower Keuper 
Sandstone at Blackbrook. There is no mark on the corresponding map 
either. Neither did he make any reference to such activity in his 
later publication, the Geology of the Leicestershire and South Derby
shire Coalfield (1907) , which included the North Charnwood area. 
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Attempts to discover facts through the Mining Records Offi,ce of the 
Ministry of Power, likewise were unrewarding. It was obvious that the ,, 
mine was not of the size which made it liab_le to any form of legislation. 
Records available for the period 1804 to 1882 were carefully examined, but 
no mention of the mine appeared amongst them, not even for the last ten 
years of that period, following the Metalliferous Mines Regulation Act of 
1872. Furthermore, no plans of any mine at Blackbrook or in the near 
vicinity had been lodged in the Mining Records Offices. 

We are grateful for the trouble taken by the curator of the 
Historical Research Department of British Railways, but in spite 9f his 
search, no documents or plans could be found which showed the necessity of 
blocking the mine entrance during the 9onstruction of the old London and 
North Western Railway Company's bridge no. 20, on Tickow Lane. 

The most serious loss to this, and indeed to many historical research 
projects dealing with North Charnwood, is that of the archives and 
muniments, formerly housed in Garendon Hall, the seat of the de Lisle 
family. These documents, lost during World War II, surely contained 
papers relevant to the prospecting and working of a mine on the Estate. 
In their loss and in the lack of the printed wora in learned papers on · 
text books, we have had to make recourse to local tradition and hearsay. 

ThoUJ;h the post-canal, pre-railway period was thought to be the most 
likely time when the mining was done, the fact could not be overlooked 
that it, or at least some of it, may conceivably have taken place during 
the 18th century, contemporarily with the very active mining for coal, iron 
and lead by Earl Ferrers at Staunton Harold, 5½ miles to the north-west. 
It was necessary therefore to listen to any story offered, whether it was 
set in the 18th or 19th centuries. In actual fact there have been very 
few offers. The local population has been, almost to a man, completely 
ignorant of the presence of this old mine. Some of the offers of 
information have proved to be of value, others may have had a grain of 
fact, but have become so distorted in time, as to be more fiction than 
fact. We should like to provide two examples of the widely differing 
types of information offered, and, we might add, gladly accepted. 

A useful item was provided by Mr. Simpson of Brick Kiln Lane, 
Shepshed, now retired from a life-time of work on the Charnwood For~ st · 
Branch Line. He remembers a Mr. Hopkins, an old man when he was a boy, 
talking of the railway builders finding an oaken door on the site of the 
mine, and how a few pounds of tallow candles hung behind it. 

Mr. E.E. Watret of Glenfields, Shepshed, provided a story which kept . 
us busy for a long time. He had heard that lead mining had occurred in 
the Blackbrook area, but on a far larger scale than we had imagined, and 
that the deposit had been worked by opencast methods rather than by under
gro~d mining. The sites of the .opencast pi ts he willingly pointed out. 
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These, with two exceptions, we believe to be ~atural topographical 
features. They lie in the normal topographical profile of the area, and 
augering produces an expected Triassic succession of red sands in the 
lower topographical portion, and red marls upon Ted sands in the higher 
parts, all beneath varying depths of soil. 

The first of the two mentioned exceptions is an ancient sand pit in 
Sandhole Lane (SK 461182). As the name implies, this is simply a saRd 
pit and no more. The sand therein is a dark reddish-brown, typical of 
the exposures of the Lower Keuper Sandstone elsewhere in the area. There 
are no suggestions of mineralization in it. It is, as already stated, 
mentioned by Farey (1811, p. 463) in his list of sand pits which he 
visited in· Derbyshire and North Leicestershire. If there had been any 
l ead mining in Sandhole Lane, it is certain that Farey would have dis
covered it and said so. 

The second exception is an embayment or basin set south of but in 
continuity with the line of the Charnwood Forest Canal. This embayment, 
situated at SK 461187, of approximately 1,340 square metres, is a strange 
feature, whether it be related to the canal works or results from mining. 
If it is simply part of the canal works, it seems strange that the 
Leicester Navigation Company should have built it, when the major problem 
confronting them, over the whole works, was a serious shortage of water. 
,If it is an opencast mining feature, as Mr. Watret would have us believe, 
then we have to account for a regular right-angled triangular cutting, 
with no suggestion of waste heaps, no back-fill into the canal, which runs 
along the hypotenuse of the triangle, or the usual confused ground 
resulting from the older days of this form of mining. The suggestion~ 
made by Mr. Watret, that the 'mining works' conducted in this embayment 
were 18th century in age, and that the Leicester Navigation Company 
simply tidied them up and ran the canal through, we now know must be dis
credited on chronological grounds. This we explain later. An 
alternative suggestion, made elsewhere, that the waste from any possible 
mining in the embayment, was used by the younger works of the adjacent 
rai-lway, we also think unlikely. The stretch of railway at this point, 
and on either side of the embayment, is dominated by cuttings, not 
embankments. This problematical feature must remain so for the present, 
and until the detailed geochemical work, at present in hand, has been 
complet.ed. It is true that our small trial holes, dug on the· southern 
face of the embayment, have yielded white and mottled-brown sands similar 
to those seen in the mine. · 

The abundant "showings" of "lead" on the wallsco:f the "opencast pi ts", 
when demonstrated by Mr. Watret in the field, proved to be a genus of 
lichen. 

,A further macabre point of his was that the ore extracted from these 
so-called opencast pi ts, was taken by pack-horse or mule to Whi twick, where 
it was smelted for the production of lead coffins. This also we have been 
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able to disprove on three counts. First, if we can be sure that the 
figures of ore production, eventually found, in fact embrace the total 
production figures, we believe that there w~s insufficient quantity to 
warrant its transportation to Whitwick. Secondly, neither of the two 
furnaces known to have existed in the Hockley, in the Cademan Street area 
of Whitwick, are there any figures ; or indeed any points of confirmation 
that lead ore was ever smelted in these furnaces. They had close 
association with Gopsall Hall, and were used for the smelting of 
sideritic iron ores locally mined from the Coal Measures during the 18th 
century (Mr. W. Corah, Hugglescote, personal communication). Thirdly, 
local undertakers whose records reach back to their limits, i.e. mid 
19th century, were unable to find entries of any purchase of lead ore or 
sheet lead. ' 

Nichols (1804, Vol. 3, pt. 2, p. 1019) speaks of the use of pack
horses to carry coal from Coleorton to Shepshed, and it is certain that 
this means of transport of coal, not only to Shepshed, but to Leicester 
also, continued until the railways were built. We think that this is 
probably the source of the story of lead ore transportation by pack
horse. 

The completion of the investigations on Mr. Watret's stories left us 
still desperate for information, but on 3rd September, 1968, we discovered 
written evidence of mining at Blackbrook. The study of this exciting 
find placed every aspect of the search and the history of"this story in · its 
proper perspective. By kind permission of Father Hillary Costello, one 
of us (RJK) was allowed to examine and copy portions of a typescript 
preserved in the archives of the Mount St. Bernard's Monastery in Charn
wood Forest , entitled: "Prospecting: Extracts from the Diary of Laura 
de Lisle". These extracts show the great interest the writer's husband, 
the Squire of Garendon, Ambvose Lisle March Phillipps de Lisle Esq., had 
in the development of the natural resources of his estate during the 
latter half of the 19th century. 

Entries concerned with lead minipg commence on 22nd August, 1865 and 
end on 6th September, 1867. During this period almost the whole story -
of the mining activity on the Garendon Estates is told. The remainder. 
may be filled in, as hinted later, by reading between the lines. From a 
study of the entries, it is obvious that both the period of working and 
the quantity of ore produced are limited, as pointed out by Mott (1868, 
p. 23). Apparently lead ore was· known to exist at Blackbrook about 
twenty years before the first entry, soon after Potter's time (1842), for 
it states: "22nd August, 1865 ••• drove for Tickow Lane to look for the 
lead which was discovered about 20 yrs. ago. Hughes the miner met them 
there and Walker the keeper passing by soon after they had begun their 
researches, showed them the proper place to make them. At the end of 
about 2 hours digging hard they came upon a beautiful bright specimen. It 
was a "Flat of lead in grit stone". (Tickow Lane is the lane already 
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mentioned, which runs from Blackbrook Hill to Shepshed. · It is just west 
of the railway bridge on this road that the mine occurs. It is marked 

- on Ordnance Survey maps as Tickhill Lane, but is signposted as Tickow 
Lane at the Shepshed end.) Hughes was no doubt an "imported" miner 
accompanying the mine agent, Mr. Lloyd, recommended to the Squire, who 
had arrived at Garendon on the previous day, 22nd August. It was 
obvious that the Squire meant business in the prospecting of a 
"showing" of lead ore which existed previously merely as a curiosity on 
the estate. If the Leicester Navigation Company had exposed t his 
"showing" of ore in its canal works at this point, why it was never 
prospected immediately after the abandonment of the works must remain a 
mystery. We can only assume that it was looked upon merely as a local 

· curiosity until after Potter's time and the Squire took it upon himself 
to examine the occurrence. It was presum~bly overgrown by 1865, for 
the diarist speaks of "2 hours digging hard". 

With the ~quire's interest and encouragement and Lloyd's and Hughes' 
experience, no doubt a full investigation was promoted. 

In this same entry we see described for the first time, the form of 
the ore body and the nature of the wall rocks, namely: "A Flat of lea'd 
in grit stone". 

On the following day , 23rd August, Lloyd and Hughes were again at 
~ickow Lane. There was obviously a good showing of ore, for the comment 
was: " reported most favourably of our prospect of a fine mine". 

During the evening of 29th August one hundredweight of ore was dug 
out and the same quantity on the following morning. 

News of this find must have spread in mining circles for the entry 
for the 11th September recorded: "Mr. Mitchell connected with Cornish 
lead mines had called at G,arendon", and on 15th November: "Mr. Wass" 
( undoubtedly E.M. ,Wass, Manager of Mill close mine in Darley Dale, 
Derbyshire) "a lead expert, came to stay in order to examine our lead at 
Tickow Lane". Presumably the Squire invited these acknowledged experts 
to advise him on the development of his prospect. 

On 20th November, 1865, the mine was named and officially began its 
life fo :t' the entry states: " ••• the Tickow Lane Lead Mine which is being 
begun today to be worked for lead". It seems that work commenced 
energetically, though with what labour force we cannot determine, for the 
entry for 20th December states: "lead very abundant, 2 cwt, got out while 
they were there", and on 29th December: " ••• plenty of lead getting". 
Subsequent entries continue on the same lines and on 13th February, 1866, 
Laura de Lisle recalls how she: "walked to Beer's house in Shepshed to 
see the lead - 2 tn. 5 cwt. 2 qr. 14 lbs. after it had been washed". If 
this is jhe sum total of ore mined from Tickow Lane, then there are 
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several points to consider at this stage. It is certainly the last 
statistic stated. As lead mining goes, this is more in the nature of a 
prospect than a mine. Two and a quarter tons in approximately five 
months means a weekly production of about 2 cwts. Several implications 
arise from this. Perhaps the labour force was very small or the ore
body was difficult to work; the mine was merely a prospect , or there 
was not much ore in the mine. We tend to favour the latter idea. It 
is likely that the labour force was indeed small, but it did not lack 
skill as is amply demonstrated by an examination of the workings. The 
fact that they were cut in soft sandstone and yet have stood intact for 
a hundred years is proof enough. This demonstration of mining skill 
surely suggests that no problems were encountered or, if there had been 
any, that they were easily overcome. _ Weare thus left with the 
possibility that there was either little ore present, or that the mine 
was standing as an incompletely explored prospect, awaiting the capital 
for development. 

As the quantity of orf:l accumulated at "Beer's House in Shepshed" 
surely did not warrant transportation to the nearest furnace, which was 
probably the cupola at Coppy Nook at Staunton Harold (Farey, 1811, p. 
385), and there are no figures quoted in the diary to suggest that the 
ore was ever sold, and no bills of sale preserved, we are left with the 
entertaining thought that the stock pile remains somewhere \n Shepshed 
Parish. Beer is an ancient name in Shepshed but, to date, we have been 
unable to trace the whereabouts of the house in question.·'!' We received 
a positive lead from Mr. J. Page of Church Street, Shepshed, who informed 
us that a member of the Beer family once lived, many years ago , in 
Hookhill Cottage, formerly situated no more than 950 yards nobth-west of 
the mine at SK 459194. The cottage has been completely razed , however, 
and the site thoroughly ploughed. Unfortunately we cannot be certain 
t hat this Beer is the same one referred to by the diarist, and a careful 
examination of the cottage. site, though littered with domestic debris, 
bricks and plaster, has produced no sign of the .missing stock pile. An 
intriguing entry appears on May 6th, 1867, where the diarist writes of 
"Beer's disgraceful conduct". What Beer's crime was we may never dis
cover, but we hope that it wasiru>t, as the present Squire suggests , to sell 
the ore to line his own pocket. We prefer to look on the optimistic side 
and the search for it will continue until we know that it is beyond our 
reach. 

In spite of the small quantlty of ore available for inspection by 
13th February, 1866, optimism still ran high, and on 10th April a company 
was formed to work the mine. Apparently shares were offered, but a 
suspicion of doubt arose in the entry for 1st May: "Mr. Atkin met 
several persons at the Lead Mine, the Londoners refused to take shares. 
But Atkin still hopes that with his friend Mr. Wood and others he will 
still get a compy. up to take it." The end was in sight. It looks as 
~f the company was unable to confirm its position. The same suspicion 
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of doubt is echoed by Mr. R. Etheridge, a collector at that time in the 
employment of the Geological Survey of this country. The entry, des
cribing his visit to Garendon, written on 22nd October, 1866, states: 
"o•o then to Tickow Lane Lead Mine, where he (Mr. Etheridge) says the 
lead will be in flats :rr:ot veins and he recommends our working it our
selves" (authors' italics). Whether his recommendation was adopted or 
not we shall probably never know. If what we have exhumed at Tickow 
Lane is the sum total of the mining works, then his recommendation wa~ 
probably adopted and the operation came to an end for want of expertise 
in ' a concept of ore genesis, i.e. distribution of ore bodies, which 
today, a hundred years later, is still not wholly understood. 

The specimen that Squire de Lisle donated to the Geological Survey, 
probably at the instigation of Etheridge, for it was given in November, 
1866, a month after he had paid his first visit to the mine, was there
fore a mined specimen. It is unfortunate that · no official or unofficial 
report of his visit to Garendon can be found amongst his papers lodged at 
the Institute of Geological Sciences, for it was obvious, from . the 
comments in the diary, that he was very interested in the ge9logy of the 
mine. 

This brings our historical survey to a close; the work continues 
howevero This will en.tail a complete examination of the above 
specimen and the many specimens found during the course of the search. 
The chemistry and mineralogy- of the sands exposed in the mine, and in 
the neighbourhood are in process of careful study. From this we hope 
tha~ this small but vital link in the chain of our understanding of ore 
genesis may be placed in its proper place. Indeed already our geo
chemical investigations have produced results with important implications 
in a totally unexpected field of scientific investigation. Further 
studies are in hand and will be published elsewhere in due course. 
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Sciences, for his help and the loan of specimen no. 1112 from the collec
tion under his care. 

We are grateful to the volunteers who have so freely given of their 
time and energy in the heavy manual work. These include the members of 
the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society, Section C (espacially 
Mr. A.G. Baker for his valuable survey work) and Messrs. T.G. Davenport, 
J.A. Dixon and R.C. Obial in the Department of Geology in the University of 
Leicester. Mr. R.G. Richards kindly took the photographs accompanying 
this paper. 
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Description of Plates 

Plate 1. General view of the mine site looking south, previous to the 
fitting of the steel door. Partially filled-in trial pits 
may be seen in the right centre. The abrupt change of slope 
is the south wall of the can~l cutting. Remains of the rail
way company brickwork may be seen to the left of the adit 
entrance. The pier belongs to Tickow Lane railway bridge. 

Plate II. View through railway company back-fill looking south into the 
original adit. The slope is of stratified muds and silts. 

Plate III. Southernmost extremity of ~he old workings. The persistent 
dark band just below the roof is a red clay-galena horizon. 
The black irregular patches, just above the hammer and in the 
adit roof, are of uncemented sands rich in iron, manganese and 
molybdenum. They are enclosed in white well-cemented sand
stone. The section oh page 19 was taken from the buttress on 
the left of the picture. 

J 
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TICKOW LANE 
LEAD MINE. 

Blackbrook, Leicestershire. 
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